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Abstract. Experience with building an architecture for an industrial Automatic
Guided Vehicle Transportation System (AGVTS) shows that several
essential concerns crosscut the architectural views. To cope with this, a stronger
separation proved to be necessary, i.e. using different views for different con-
cerns. In practice this was difficult, since the support for relations between views
is very limited. This makes separation of concerns in views hard, thereby in-
creasing maintenance overhead and reducing reuse capabilities. Our claim is that
specifying compositions of views is as important as specifying the views itself.
This paper extends a representative architectural description language (xADL)
which support for composing structural views, by introducing three relations,
namely refinement, mapping, and unification. Improving separation of concerns
in views and their explicit composition enhances architecture understandability
and changeability. The feasibility of the relations is assessed by redesigning the
AGVTS architecture. Based on a real maintenance scenario, we investigate to
what extent these explicit compositions lead (or not) to enhanced architectural
changeability for evolving the distribution strategy in the AGVTS system.

1 Introduction

The architecture of a software system defines the design structure or structures, which
comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the
relationships among them [3]. This implies that the core issue in architectural design
is to define and compose the high-level design structures that are relevant to key stake-
holders’ concerns. Over the last decades several Architectural Description Languages
(ADLs) have been proposed to describe architectures.

Experience with building a multiagent architecture (MAA) for an industrial Auto-
matic Guided Vehicle Transportation System (AGVTS) shows that several concerns
typically crosscut the architectural views. A crosscutting concern in an ADL descrip-
tion is a concern that is not effectively modularized using the abstractions of that ADL,
in this case the modularization at the level of architectural views. Using MAA means
structuring the system in several autonomous entities (agent components), connected
to an environment component, working together (coordinating) to achieve the goals of
the system [46]. We have observed that some architecturally-relevant concerns, such
as control, coordination, and distribution, crosscut the decomposition in architectural
views of the AGVTS system. The architects judged that a stronger separation was nec-
essary to allow evolving individual concerns more easily and targeted a clean separation
of the description of different concerns in different views.
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In order to achieve the separation of such crosscutting architectural concerns, we
encountered a fundamental problem that is the subject of this paper. Having divided to
conquer, we must reunite to rule [29]. Once the concerns are separated using the views,
there is a need to integrate the views to obtain the final system, and this is where the
current architectural practice falls short. For integration, we need to define relations be-
tween views. In this context, we use the term composition for an aggregation of several
views and relations. As a consequence, the system is a composition of all views and
associated relations between the views.

Looking to architectural practice, there is good support to describe several views, but
the support for describing relations between views is limited. For example, Clements
and colleagues [12] use tables to define a mapping between elements in different views.
Yet, the relation remains informal (relying on a textual explanation) and the support
for different types of relations is too limited. The IEEE-1471 standard[27] requires that
any inconsistencies between views are documented, but leaves completely open how
this should happen. In other approaches the relations between views remain implicit or
informal. Without proper support for relations, the architect has no choice but to leave
the concerns mingled with each other in the views. Not separating important concerns
makes it harder to comprehend the architecture and leads to increased maintenance
and change overhead, reduced reuse capabilities, and generally results in architectural
erosion over the system lifetime [4].

Our claim is that integrating the views is as important as specifying the views it-
self. Relations and compositions must become first class, and become an explicit and
integral part of an ADL. Based on these observations, we extend a representative ADL
with explicit support for composing structural views. In this first extension we limit
ourselves to add relations between one type of view only, namely the structural view
of xADL [14]. xADL is a general-purpose, extensible ADL to model architecturally-
relevant structures. xADL supports the specification of structural views, but there is lit-
tle to no support for the relations between views. Concretely, we introduce three types
of relations, refinement, mapping, and unification, and use these relations to compose
several structural views. The xADL language is used as an example, but similar com-
position rules could be of use to other ADLs as well. To assess the feasibility of the
operators, we use them to refactor and evolve the AGVTS architecture in order to make
the key concerns of the architect explicit, together with the associated structural views
and relations between the views.

The proposed approach differs from existing aspect-oriented ADLs by focussing on
composition of structural views. The current state of art in aspect-oriented ADLs con-
centrates on defining aspectual components and aspectual relations to add or change
behavior on component interfaces, starting from the decomposition into components
and connectors [4,37,39]. In another words, they tend to mimic AO composition mech-
anisms supported by the family of AspectJ [16]-like programming languages [32]. This
paper focuses on the structural impact of a concern, starting from a decomposition into
structural views and trying to compose these views together.

Overview: The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
ADLs. Section 3 introduces our case study and illustrates the lack of relations in a more
concrete context. In section 4 we introduce compositions and relations in xADL and
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review an excerpt of the AGVTS in the context of these relations. Section 5 describes
related work. Finally, we conclude in section 6.

2 Architectural Description Languages

In the last decades, several ADLs have been proposed to model architectures. ADLs
exists in all kinds of shapes and forms. Several ADLs have a formal foundation (like
ACME [24], xADL [15] and AADL [42]), but we also consider less formal approaches
to define an ADL, like [12] or [40]. Some ADLs are meant to model a particular ap-
plication domain, others are more general-purpose. We will use the xADL language in
our illustrations. The motivation to use the xADL language is that it provides a core
language with a simple set of general-purpose constructs to model an architecture. Ad-
ditionally, it provides an easy way to extend the language definition and the associated
tool support for new concepts, allowing fast prototyping of new ADL constructs.

xADL supports three types of views: (1) a view defining component types, called
types or archType in xADL; (2) structural views describing component and connec-
tor types and how they are linked to each other, called architectural structure or arch-
Structure in xADL; (3) instance views describing component and connector instances
and how they are linked to each other, called architectural instances or archInstance in
xADL. Both second and third are a kind of component and connector viewtype in the
sense of [12]. The second one shows configuration types of components and connectors
emphasizing on how they should be linked together (called structure by the xADL au-
thors), while the third one shows component and connector instances to document the
dynamics of the system. In this paper, we focus on the second type of view of xADL
and call this a structural view on the system, inline with the terminology suggested by
the xADL authors.

2.1 Basic Elements in xADL

An structural view in xADL is built around the following basic elements1.

– Components: Components are the loci of computation in the architecture. Com-
ponents have a unique identifier and a textual description, along with a set of inter-
faces.

– Connectors: Connectors are the loci of communication in the architecture design.
Similar to components, connectors also have a unique identifier, a textual descrip-
tion, and a set of interfaces.

– Interfaces: Interfaces are components’ and connectors’ portals to the outside world.
A “interface” in xADL is called “port” for components and “roles” for connectors in
other languages like ACME ADL. Interfaces have a unique identifier, a textual de-
scription, and a direction. The direction indicates whether the interface is provided,
required, or both.

– Links: Links are connections between interfaces, defining the topology of the
architecture.
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Fig. 1. Example xADL specification, showing the Agent and Environment component, con-
nected with the ActionCon connector. We used the same abbreviated notation as the xADL
authors used in [15] to improve readability of the specification. We will only once include a key,
the other figures use the same graphical notation.

Figure 1a shows an example architectural description containing two components
(Agent and Environment), one connector ActionCon, and links to attach the
connector to the components. The environment in this picture is a software compo-
nent providing operations to the agents to view and manipulate the world. In princi-
ple, the identifier of an interface can be any unique string. We follow the convention
that the identifier is built following the pattern ’element-name-dot-interface-name’, like
Agent.action. References are represented by the href property, containing a unique
identifier or an element after the sharp symbol.

xADL is supported by a tool set integrated in the Eclipse platform, called ArchStu-
dio. We used ArchStudio 4.0, available since November 2006 [28]. ArchStudio contains
both a visual editor, that allows to graphically manipulate the architecture (notation sim-
ilar to fig. 1b) and a special-purpose specification editor, representing the architecture
in the form of a tree.

Special Construct: Subarchitecture. xADL has an additional construct called subar-
chitecture, which we would like to explain here since one of our relations is inspired by
it. Subarchitecture is a relation between a component or connector type and an archi-
tectural structure, defining that the architectural structure forms a subarchitecture of the
component or connector type. We briefly describe types in xADL because they are used

1 Based on [15]. The group element is left out because it is not used in this paper.
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Fig. 2. Example with subarchitecture construct

the subarchitecture construct, but we will not come back to types in the remainder of
this paper. Types are grouped in the archTypes section of an xADL document, specify-
ing types for components, connectors and interfaces. Component and connector types
are defined as a set of signatures. A signature prescribes what interface a component
must offer to be of the type. Types are typically used if exactly the same component or
connector type is needed in several structural views.

Figure 2 contains an example component type SystemType, having one signa-
ture called SystemType.control. The SystemStructure architectural struc-
ture uses the SystemType to construct the System component, and provides a href
to show that the System.control interface covers the SystemType.control
signature. The subarchitecture construct is contained within the type, e.g. in the
SystemType component in fig. 2. Note that there appears an (indirect) relation be-
tween two architectural structures: SystemStructure is related with AgentEnvironment
through its System component of type SystemType.

3 Case Study: Automatic Guided Vehicle Transportation System

This section introduces the industrial case study, an Automatic Guided Vehicle Trans-
portation System (AGVTS). First, the application is briefly introduced in section 3.1.
Next, we exploit an excerpt from an existing architectural description [5] to illustrate
the problem of concerns that crosscut the structural views in section 3.2.

3.1 Automatic Guided Vehicle Transport System

An Automatic Guided Vehicle Transport System (AGVTS) is a fully automated indus-
trial system that uses multiple AGVs to transport loads in a warehouse or production
plant. An AGV is an unmanned, battery powered transportation vehicle. The AGVTS
uses an external software system – called Ensor – running on the computer of each AGV
vehicle that steers the vehicle based on high-level commands given by the AGVTS
(like move, turn). The main functional requirements for the AGVTS are: (1) allocating
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transportation tasks to individual AGVs; (2) performing those tasks; (3) preventing con-
flicts between AGVs on crossroads; and (4) charging the batteries of AGVs before they
are drained. Transportation tasks are coming from a Warehouse Management System
(WMS).

Multiagent Architecture. In a joint research project between DistriNet and
Egemin [17], a producer of automated logistic systems, the AGVTS was built with a
MAA. This architecture decentralizes control and answers to new market demand for
flexible, open and robust systems that can handle dynamic operating conditions in an
autonomous way. These qualities are ascribed to MAAs [7].

Using a MAA means structuring the system in several autonomous entities (agent
components) connected to an environment component. The agents and environment are
built according to a reference architecture for multi-agent systems [44]. An agent com-
ponent operates autonomously, but coordinates with other agent components to achieve
the system goals. Each agent has three interfaces: (1) perception: to observe the envi-
ronment; (2) action: to influence the environment; (3) communication: to communicate
with other agents by sending messages through the environment. The environment is a
software component, shielding the agents from technical details and providing abstrac-
tions to view and manipulate the real world [45]. The environment provides interfaces
for perception, action and communication to the agents.

Concerns. In this paper, we will focus on three essential concerns for the software
architect building an MAA for an AGVTS, namely control, coordination and distribu-
tion. The concerns are identified based on the experience of the architects building an
AGVTS and each of them has a significant impact on the structural view of the system.
We briefly discuss each of the concerns and describe the architectural implications of
the respective concerns before going into details on crosscutting concerns in the next
section.

The control concern covers the decomposition into agents and an environment (to
realize decentralized control in the AGVTS). We consider this decomposition as the
dominant decomposition in an MAA. In the architectural description we will mainly
focus on the interaction between the agents and the environment and less on the inter-
nals of the respective components. In the AGVTS we identified three types of agents.
There is an AGVAgent for each AGV vehicle, responsible for managing the tasks of an
AGV. There is a Transport-Agent for each transportation task in the system, responsible
for searching an appropriate AGV to perform a new transport and to follow up the dis-
patching of the tasks. Finally, there are one or more TransportManagerAgents, in charge
of communicating with a WMS and managing (create, remove, etc.) the TransportA-
gents. For an AGVTS, the tasks of the Environment include providing the interfaces
for perception, action and communication to the agents and the translation of high-level
commands from the AGVAgent to Ensor, the software package for low-level control of
the AGV vehicle.

Because agents operate autonomously, coordinating their behavior is essential to let
the multiagent system operate as a whole. Because coordination is so important in the
AGVTS, the architects decided to separate this concerns. The coordination concern
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Fig. 3. First decomposition view of an existing architectural description of the AGVTS, to illus-
trate crosscutting of the control and distribution concern. Same graphical notation as fig. 1.

covers all types of coordination between different agents in the system, e.g. assigning
transport or avoiding collisions on crossroads.

The third concern, distribution, covers the implications of building a software system
on a physically distributed infrastructure. We focus on the decomposition into subsys-
tems to allow easy deployment on a physical infrastructure and any additional support
needed for this, like remoting or synchronization support. Note that we specifically
look for the impact of distribution on the structure of the software (thus in structural
views), independent of the deployment view. Distribution is specifically important for
an AGVTS, since the physical infrastructure exists of an industrial computer on each
AGV vehicle and one or several server systems, connected through a wireless network.

3.2 Concerns Crosscutting Structural Views

As defined in the introduction, a crosscutting concern in an ADL description is a con-
cern that is not effectively modularized using the abstractions of that ADL [4]. Any type
of decomposition implies that there are concerns that crosscut with that decomposition.
If an architect decides to decompose the system in several structural views, there will
be concerns that crosscut these structural views.

To illustrate crosscutting and the need for a stronger separation we start from the
original architectural documentation and show how the concerns control, distribution
and coordination crosscut in the architectural views of the AGVTS.

Control and Distribution. Figure 3 shows the first decomposition view of the architec-
tural description of the AGVTS. Careful analysis reveals that this decomposition mixes
up at least two of the concerns: control and distribution.

To understand better which part of the decomposition is done for which
concerns, fig. 4 shows separate structural views per concerns. The left part
shows the Control view, outlining a decentralized control architecture defining
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Fig. 4. Left: Control view, showing the decomposition into agents and environment. Right: Dis-
tribution view, showing the decomposition into subsystems for deployment. Same graphical no-
tation as fig. 1.

the types of agents and an environment. The right part shows the Distribu-
tion view, defining two subsystems (AGVControl and TransportBase),
to be deployed on an AGV vehicle and a server respectively. Note that
the Environment component in the Control view corresponds to the
AGVLocalEnvironment and TransportLocalEnvironment compo-
nents in the StructuralView. But in the StructuralView it is implicit which part belongs
to which concern and what the relations between different concerns are, mingling up
the two concerns. Additionally, there are several other views mingling up the same
concerns, leading to crosscutting.

In the introduction some well-known drawbacks of crosscutting concerns are men-
tioned. Here we illustrate one specific consequence, namely that it is harder to change
the architecture with respect to one of the concerns. The architects encountered this
problem during a revision the AGVTS architecture. The original architecture located
an agent on each AGV vehicle. During the project Egemin realized that switching to a
distributed MAA is a big step with far-reaching effects for the company, not only for
the software but for the whole organization2. Therefore, Egemin proposed a stepwise
integration starting with an architecture having all agents located on a single computer
system with remote access to the AGV vehicles. In principle, the impact of such a revi-
sion would be limited since only the distribution concern is changed. Unfortunately, due
to the concerns crosscutting the views, they had to adapt most of software architecture
and change nearly every individual view.

Control and Coordination. To illustrate that crosscutting concerns have a even more
broadly scoped impact on the views, we annotated the table of content of the existing
architectural description of the AGVTS with two concerns: control and coordination.
Figure 5 shows the annotated table of content, showing both static and runtime views.
View names marked in bold include fragments of the control concern, underlined names
include fragments of the coordination concern. Views that are both bold and under-
lined intermingle the definition of coordination with agents, illustrating that the two

2 This is inline with the observations of Bass et al. [3] that an architecture affects the developing
organization.
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– Static views
1. Layered: The ATS (AGVs transportation system)
2. Decomposition: The ATS, Transport base, AGVControl, Local environment, Trans-

port agent, AGV agent, Decisions
3. Uses: Transport Base, AGV Control system
4. Generalization: Agents

– Runtime views (instances)
1. Shared date: Agent, Local virtual environment, Protocol description
2. Process views: Move action, Sending-Receive action, Background processes

– Mixed views: ObjectPlaces middleware, collision avoidance

Fig. 5. List of design models made for the AGV transportation system. Model names in bold
include the control concern, underlined model names include the coordination concern.

Fig. 6. Illustration of overlap between both views. The dashed circles point to strange overlap
between the elements, for the remainder we use the same graphical notation as fig. 1.

concerns crosscut each other in the views. Notice that this illustration involves several
types of view, including static, run-time and deployment types of views. This illustrates
the broadly scoped influence of coordination and control on the architectural views.

Relations. Why do the concerns crosscut each other? In the first version of the archi-
tecture, the architects did not explicitly consider a set of essential concerns to separate,
obviously leading to crosscutting concerns as just illustrated.

Based on the changes to the distribution concerns and the analysis revealing cross-
cutting concerns, the architects judged that a stronger separation was necessary. During
a revision of the architecture, they wanted to separate the description of different con-
cerns in different views. The two views in fig. 4 could be an example of this. That is
when the architects encountered the lack of appropriate relations, preventing them from
using such strong separation between concerns in views.
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The challenges to relate the Control view and Distribution view are:

1. The same element appear in different structural views, e.g. Ensor, WMS and the
respective connectors.

2. Some components must become subcomponents of other components, e.g.
AGVAgent must become subcomponent of AGVControl.

3. If the components would be drawn in the same view, one component would crosscut
the border of other components. To illustrate this, we constructed a view mixing the
elements of the Control and Distribution view (called Control&Distribution view)
in fig. 6. One can see that the Environment component cuts across the border of the
AGVControl and TransportBase components.

4 Composing Structural Views

This section illustrates how to compose structural views in xADL. Section 4.1 intro-
duces the necessary changes to the xADL language, adding the concepts of composi-
tion and introducing three types of relations. Section 4.2 uses the extended language to
refactor an excerpt of the AGVTS architecture covering two concerns introduced earlier
in this paper: control and distribution.

4.1 Compositions and Relations

Firstly, we add a new element to the xADL description called architectural composition
(denoted <archComposition> in the XML specification), describing a concrete
composition of several structural views and the associated relations. Next, we introduce
three types of relations.

– unification: Unifies elements (components or connectors) from different structural
views with each other, i.e. declares that the elements are exactly the same element.
The unified elements must either have exactly the same interfaces, or the architect
must define the corresponding interfaces.

– mapping: Maps individual or groups of elements (called subjects) from one struc-
tural view on a single element of another structural view (called target). The sub-
jects then become subelements of the target element. The join points used in the
mapping rule are the interfaces, the architect must define corresponding interfaces
between the target and the subject.

– refinement: Defines that a specific structural view (referred to as inner structure)
describes a substructure for an architectural component (referred to as outer com-
ponent) of another structural view. The join points used in the mapping rule are
again the interfaces, the architect must define corresponding interfaces between the
outer component and interfaces in the inner structure.

Figure 7 shows an example architectural composition using the refinement relation.
The figure shows three structural views (represented by a UML package symbol: Struct1,
Struct2 and Struct3) and a composition specification. A composition specification al-
ways consists of a unique identifier, a description and a set of relations between the views.
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Fig. 7. Example composition using the refinement relation. Struct2 refines component A of
Struct1, resulting in Struct3. Same graphical notation as fig. 1.

Fig. 8. Example composition using the mapping and unification relations. Parts of Struct2 are
mapped on component A and B of Struct1, resulting in Struct3. Same graphical notation as fig. 1.

In our specific solution, a composition results in a new view that is a reification of the
relations and can be used in further compositions (the view has the name of the iden-
tifier of the composition). The composition specifies that Struct2 refines component A
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Structural view Purpose Concern Step

Control Describes the agent types, environ-
ment and associated relations.

control 1

Centralized Subsystems needed for centralized
deployment.

distribution (centralized) 2C

EnsorConnectorInternal Describes a refinement of the En-
sorConnector.

auxiliary (control&distribution) 3C

ControlExtendedAlt1 Composition of Control and Ensor-
ConnectorInternal

result of composition 3C

CentralizedAGVSystem Composition of ControlEx-
tendedAlt1 and Centralized

result of composition 4C

Decentralized Subsystems needed for decentral-
ized deployment.

distribution (decentralized) 2D

EnvironmentInternal Describes a substructure of the En-
vironment component.

auxiliary (control&distribution) 3D

ControlExtendedAlt2 Composition of Control and Envi-
ronmentInternal

result of composition 3D

DecentralizedAGVSystem Composition of ControlEx-
tendedAlt2 and Decentralized

result of composition 4D

Fig. 9. The different structural views made for the AGVTS. For simplicity, coordination is not
included in the example.

of Struct1. In our approach every results is a new structural view, in the example called
Struct3. After the composition, the elements of Struct2 are sub elements (sub compo-
nents or sub connectors) of component A. The join-points between the structural views
are the interfaces, specified in the interface mappings part of the refinement relation. For
example, the A.up interface of component A is mapped on interface Z.up of its subcom-
ponent Z.

Currently, the reification of the composition is done by hand. Because the composi-
tion specification is specified in XML, appropriate tool support could make applying a
composition really easy. Further research is required on this point.

Figure 8 shows an example using the mapping and unification relations, containing
three structural views and a composition specification. Mapping and unification are
mostly used together in one composition specification, that is why we demonstrate them
in this way. The composition specifies that several elements of Struct2 are mapped on
(i.e. are subelements of) component A and component B of Struct1, resulting in Struct3.
The join-points between the structural views are the interfaces, specified in the interface
mapping part of the refinement relation. For example, the B.up interface of component
B is mapped on interface X.up of its subcomponent X.

We introduce specifically these three relations to cope with the challenges identified
in section 3.2. We briefly recall the challenges and mention the relation coping with the
particular challenge.

1. The same element appears in different structural views, e.g. Ensor, WMS and the
respective connectors. This is where unification can be used.
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2. Some components must become subcomponents of other components, e.g.
AGVAgent must become subcomponent of AGVControl. In that case, refine-
ment can be used to refine one of the components to prevent this crosscutting.

3. If the components would be drawn in the same view, one component would crosscut
the border of other components. This is the type of crosscutting where the relations
can cope with. This is where mapping can be used.

Notice that there are several important differences between the existing subarchitec-
ture construct (described in section 2.1) and the refinement composition operator. Firstly,
subarchitecture defines a relation between a type and a structural view. Refinement is a
relation between two structural views, resulting in a more direct relation between struc-
tural views. Secondly, refinement is not described in the component type, as for subar-
chitecture, but in a separate composition specification section. This has the advantage
that refinement can be varied depending on the context of the target composition.

4.2 Example of Composing Structural Views in the AGVTS

Figure 9 provides an overview of the structural views we have described for the
AGVTS, with a short description of the purpose, the associated concern and the step
in which the structural view is used. In the concern column we either provide the asso-
ciated concerns, or mentioned where the view originates from.

The scenario in the AGVTS application is built up as follows. First we define the
control concern, by decomposing the system in agents and an environment in step 1.
In the next step, distribution is added to the picture, considering two alternative distri-
bution schemas leading to two different systems. Steps 2C to 4C describe a centralized
distribution schema, with associated relations to the control concerns. Steps 2D to 4D
describe a decentralized distribution schema.

Fig. 10. The Control view showing the agent types, the Environment component and the re-
lations with external components (WMS and Ensor). To simplify the figure, we only showed
the names of connectors and interfaces used in the composition specifications. Same graphical
notation as fig. 1.
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Fig. 11. Centralized view. Same graphical notation as fig. 1.

Fig. 12. Left: EnsorConnectorInternal view. Right: Composition specification to compose the
EnsorConnectorInternal (at the left) and the Control view (fig. 10), using the same graphical
notation as fig. 1.

Step 1 - Control Concern. The Control view shown in fig. 10 has already been de-
scribed in detail in section 3.2 and is the same as the left part of fig. 4. The view shows
a decomposition in agents and an environment.

Step 2C - Centralized. The goal of the first distribution schema (centralized) is to
allocate all agents and the environment to a single server. To allow such allocation, we
must provide remote access to the Ensor component which is situated on the AGV
vehicle.

We start with defining two subsystems, shown in fig. 11, Controller and
RemoteEnsor. They will be deployed on a single server and an AGV vehicle, respec-
tively. Both have an interface for remote communication (connected to each other via
Network). Furthermore, the Controller is connected to the WMS, RemoteEnsor
to the Ensor system.

Next, we want to define the relation between the Centralized view and the Control
view. The connector between Environment and Ensor in the Control view does
not have appropriate support for remote communication yet. To solve this problem, we
refine the EnsorCon in the next step.

Step 3C - EnsorConnectorInternal. To refine the EnsorConnector, we first define an
auxiliary view and then compose this auxiliary view with the Control view.
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Fig. 13. Final composition in centralized agent system for AGVTS. Left: composition specifica-
tion composing the Centralized view (fig. 11) and the ControlExtendedAlt1 view (fig. 12). Right:
the resulting view after this composition, called CentralizedAGVSystem, using the same graphi-
cal notation as fig. 1.

Figure 12 shows an auxiliary view called EnsorConnectorInternal defining the in-
ternal structure of the EnsorCon. This structural view contains two subcompo-
nents connected to each other by a connector: EnsorProxy and RemoteEnsor.
EnsorProxy will act as a proxy for Ensor from the perspective of the
Environment component.

Next, we compose this auxiliary view (EnsorConnectorInternal) with the Control
view using the refinement relation. The composition specification is shown at the right
hand side of fig. 12. The composition results in the ControlExtendedAlt1 view that is
used in the next step to be composed with the Centralized view.

Step 4C - CentralizedAGVSystem. Finally, the Centralized view is composed with
the ControlExtendedAlt1 view in fig. 13. We use both mapping and unification for this.
The EnsorProxy component and all agents and the Environment component are
mapped on the Controller. We unify the pairs of RemoteEnsor, Ensor and WMS
components with each other. This results in the CentralizedAGVSystem view (shown
at the right hand side of fig. 13). Notice that there is no explicit connector between
Environment and EnsorProxy, or between RemoteEnsor and Ensor. At first
glance this might seem strange, but the links between the respective components pass
the border of EnsorCon. This is a result of describing a refinement of EnsorCon,
meaning that the interfaces of the EnsorCon are delegated to internal components.
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This wraps up the description of the first alternative for distribution, leading to a cen-
tralized system. The next step starts from the same Control view, but will build up the
system aiming at a decentralized distribution schema (resulting in another, decentral-
ized system).

Step 2D - Decentralized. The goal of the second distribution schema is to distribute
the agents. In such a schema, the AGVAgent is allocated on the AGV vehicle, the
TransportAgent and TransportManagerAgent on one or several servers.
Again, we start by defining two subsystems in fig. 14, AGVControl and
TranportBase, to deploy on the AGV vehicle and a server respectively. Both have
an interface for remote communication (connected to each other via Network). Further-
more the TranportBase has a connection to the WMS, the AGVControl component
to Ensor. Next, we want to define the relation between Decentralized view and the
Control view. Here we have to solve the overlap/crosscut problem as described in fig. 6.
To solve this, the Environment component is refined in the next step.

Step 3D - EnvironmentInternal. To refine the Environment component, we first
define an auxiliary view and then compose this auxiliary view with the Control
view. The left hand side of fig. 15 shows the auxiliary view defining the internal
structure of the environment. The environment is split up in two local environment,
AGVLocalEnvironment and TransportLocalEnvironment. These two lo-
cal environments synchronize state take care of communication, and together they form
a virtual representation of a single Environment component.

Defining the composition with this auxiliary view using the refinement relation is
less trivial than the previous example. The Environment is split in two compo-
nents, but three interfaces (perception, communication, action) are offered by both the
AGVLocalEnvironment and the TransportLocalEnvironment, asking for
a more complex interface mapping. In the composition specification we provide several
alternative mappings and specify which connector uses which alternative. The right
hand side of fig. 15 shows the composition specification. The composition results in the
ControlExtendedAlt2 view that is used in the next step to compose with the Decentral-
ized view.

Step 4D - DecentralizedAGVSystem. Finally, we can compose the system together
to form a decentralized version of the AGVTS. Figure 16 contains the composition

Fig. 14. Decentralized view. This is the same view as the right hand side of fig.4, with resized
elements to allow compacter presentation. Same graphical notation as fig. 1.
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Fig. 15. (a) EnvironmentInternal structural view. Same graphical notation as fig. 1. (b) Specifica-
tion to compose EnvironmentInternal with Control.

specification using the mapping and unification relations. This results in the Decentral-
izedAGVSystem view, looking exactly like fig. 3. This wraps up the description of the
second alternative for distribution, leading to a decentralized system.

4.3 Discussion

Relations Between Structural Views Made Explicit. Using structural views to sep-
arate concerns and adding explicit compositions between structural views proves to be
valuable from different perspectives. By using separate structural views, an architect
can effectively separate several important concerns. With the extension to the xADL
language, an architect can explicitly define the relations between different structural
views. As discussed in the first section, this helps to improve the understandability and
changeability of individual architectural concerns, such as in the distribution-specific
scenario in the AGVTS architecture. It also becomes easier to compare two different
distribution schemas for the same control view.

Notice that the resulting decentralized architecture looks the same as the original
crosscutting design. The main difference is the process followed by the architect to
design this structural view. The new decomposition has clearly separated the concerns
and provided explicit composition specifications between the structural views.

Lessons learned. First, it became clear that using relations and compositions does not
necessarily simplify the architectural description. There is a tradeoff between exten-
sive&explicit specification and simplicity. Leaving assumptions and relations implicit
is without doubt much simpler, requires less effort, and it may be easier to have an over-
all view of the system. But explicit specification does make the assumptions associated
with individual concerns explicit, together with the relations between the structures.
This makes it easier to manage and change the architectural description, clear advan-
tages of the proposed solution that are essential for some architectures. One suggestion
to improve the understanding of the overall view of the system is to include some re-
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Fig. 16. Final composition in decentralized agent system for AGVTS. The refication of this com-
position is the same as fig. 3 and is repeated in fig. 14.

sults of the composition in the architectural documentation. Tool support is essential to
make this feasible.

The second lesson we learned is that compositions are a natural extension to archi-
tectural description. Adding compositions to the xADL language was possible with-
out touching the existing architectural concepts in the language. Additionally, there are
already first hints in important architectural works that relations are important, as il-
lustrated in the introduction. Yet, these relations receive only limited attention and are
not explicitly embedded in the ADL. In this paper we go one step further by explicitly
grouping the views and associated relations in compositions.

The idea behind the relations only relies on basic ADL elements, such as compo-
nents, interfaces and connectors. As consequence, integration with for example the
ACME ADL should be straightforward. Of course, the syntax needs to be adapted.
Integration with ACME ADL is a matter of future work.

Limitations. The relations rely on specifying correspondence between interfaces (in-
terface mapping). This restriction to one-to-one mapping might not work well in some
cases. For example, one structural view could contain two interfaces which map on one
interface in another structural view. Another example is the problem with the refinement
in step 4D, in which an interface occurs on two subcomponents. The latter problem is
solved by adding an alternative specification to refinement, but this might not always be
possible. In some situations there will be no other choice but to refactor the interfaces
of one of the structural view.

This paper focuses on structural views and composition of structural views. Other
types of views are also possible and relations between these views need further investi-
gation. We briefly discuss first insights into the matter, distinguishing between relations
between the same type of views and relations between different types of views.
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Fig. 17. Decentralized agent system for AGVTS, result after composition in fig. 16. We
left out the Environment component (containing the AGVLocalEnvironment and the
TransportLocalEnvironment) to make the figure more readable.

Firstly, we discuss relations between the same type of view. We expect that each type
of view may need its own set of relations. That is because each type of view has its own
set of basic elements and different semantics, like component and connector types as
building blocks of a structural view or processes and communication channels as build-
ing blocks for a process view. Relations are described in terms of the basic building
blocks and are only meaningful within the specific semantics of that particular view.
This seems to confirm our expectations.

Secondly, we discuss relations between different types of views. We suspect that
each pair of types of views may need its own set of relations, for the same reason as ex-
plained above. Several relations between different types of views are already supported
in ADLs. For example, in an xADL instance view an architect can describe that this
component is of a particular type described in a structural view.

Notice that for an architectural description, not every type of view needs direct rela-
tions with all other types of views. Some relations between views can be indirect, i.e.
through another type of view. Describing meaningful relations in general in the context
of heterogeneous representations is a challenging problem [36], because there exist a
large quantity of types of views each with its own notation and semantics.

We proposed three relations. Each of the relations serves a specific purpose as out-
lined at the end of section 4.1. However, in other situations other relations might be
needed. Other possible relations include relations to solve interferences between iden-
tifiers of software elements, relations to solve non-corresponding interfaces, etc. An
important remark is that the total set of relations should stay rather small so that it
remains easily comprehensible and usable for a software architect.

Further exploratory studies are required to assess the scalability of the approach.
Currently, we only considered an excerpt from the architecture of the AGVTS. Further
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studies are needed to see what the impact is in case of a large increase in views. Again,
tool support will be essential to make the approach applicable in significantly larger
architectural case studies.

5 Related Work

With the rise of Aspect-Orientated Software Development (AOSD [20]), there is a
growing awareness that certain concerns have a structural and behavioral crosscutting
impact on architectural design [1,2]. Additionally, the outcomes of some recent empiri-
cal studies have pointed out that crosscutting-related problems relative to certain archi-
tectural concerns, such as exception handling [18], persistence, and distribution [33],
can manifest early in design decompositions. The work in this paper fits within this
trend, but has a strong focus on software architecture.

Some aspect oriented techniques for programming (e.g. HyperJ [43]) and require-
ments engineering (e.g. [11,34,41]) provide structural relations for enabling the sep-
aration of certain recurring crosscutting concerns. Surprisingly, composition mecha-
nisms for modularizing architectural crosscutting structural views have been neglected
in most of the available literature [4,13] focusing on discussing the interplay of aspects
and ADLs. Batista and colleagues [4] have identified seven issues related to the appro-
priateness of abstractions in conventional and AO ADLs for representing crosscutting
concerns. However, the analyzed composition-related issues mostly focus on connec-
tors and attachments can be extended to allow behavior-dependent aspect composition.
In addition, existing AO ADLs [21,26,35,39,37,38] expose join points as nodes in a
dynamic component or object call graph. Modularizing crosscutting concerns in struc-
tural views is not supported by this behavioral compositions mechanisms for software
architectures, leading to another approach as advocated by this paper.

The presented approach is closely related to multi-dimentional separation of con-
cerns (MDSOC) as introduced by Tarr et al. [43]. Each of the views corresponds to a
hyperslice. The architectural composition we propose corresponds to a hypermodule. A
hypermodule is a set of hyperslices, together with a composition rule that specifies how
the hyperslices must be composed to form a single, new hyperslice that synthesizes and
integrates their units. We defined a composition specification as an aggregation of sev-
eral views and relations. Just as a hypermodule defines a new hyperslice, a composition
specification defines a new view. The implication of such choice in our specific solution
need further research, but at first sight such hierarchical composition can be beneficial
for the scalability of the approach. Our relations correspond to the composition rules of
MDSOC.

Quantification [19] over architectural elements is found in the selection statement for
the elements specification. In the example, the expressions are rather limited (text and
wildcards), but they can easily be extended.

In the field of software architecture, there is little support for relations between views.
Rozanski and Woods [40] identify that quality concerns crosscut several views. The au-
thors introduce architectural perspectives as complementary to views in the sense that
they define a set of activities, tactics and guidelines to ensure that the view fulfils a
quality. IEEE-Std-1471 [27] provides a strong conceptual model relating stakehold-
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ers, concerns and views, but lacks a way to describe relations between different views.
Clements et al. [12] provides some support for relations between views by integrating
information beyond views in the form tables and an associated informal description.

Several approaches combine aspect orientation with multi-agent systems. Kendall
et al. [30,31] describe the use of aspect orientation while designing and implementing
role models for multi-agent systems (more recently continued in [8]). Contrary to this
paper, the authors focus on implementation. In [23], Garcia et al. observe that several
agent concerns such as autonomy, learning, and mobility crosscut each other and the
basic functionality of an agent. The authors propose an aspect-oriented approach ex-
trapolating implementation mechanisms to the architecture. More recently, Garcia et
al. [22] identified crosscutting concerns for agent systems described in the ANote mod-
eling language. Our work differs in its focus on relating architectural views. Boucké et
al. [6] did some experiments to extrapolate the approach to the architectural level. The
main conclusion was that the basic idea behind Theme/UML proved very interesting,
but the language itself is less suited for architectural design. We introduce a language
that is based on the same foundation (MDSOC, discussed before) but is embedded in
an architectural description language.

6 Conclusion

The lack of explicit relations between structural views in an architectural description is
a severe problem, leading to improper documentation of concerns that affect multiple
structural views. Based on a concrete set of non-trivial examples, this paper illustrated
that several relevant concerns crosscut the architecture structural views of an industrial
automatic transportation system. Our systematic analysis of the architecture decompo-
sitions identified several challenges to relate structural views and we proposed an initial
set of relations in xADL to cope with these challenges.

Through a first case study, this paper has illustrated the feasibility of composition
and the concrete relations, namely refinement, mapping and unification. We have used
these relations to refactor the architecture of a transportation system. One of the advan-
tages is that distribution is clearly separated from control, making it easier to compare
alternative distribution schemas. Within the limited setting of this paper, the results look
promising. In future work, we plan to formally extend xADL by integrating the relations
in the language definition and to investigate tool support to apply the compositions.

We should highlight that from our experience in previous case studies [18,25,33,10]
the three relations and the composition seem to be recurrently demanding in archi-
tecture design processes. For instance, concerns such as error handling, distribution,
and persistence, have been identified as crosscutting in the architecture of a Web-based
information system [33,18], Eclipse CVS plugin [18,25], a reflective middleware sys-
tem [10,9], and a traveller information system [18,25]. We have observed that in all
these cases, advice-pointcut mechanisms, as supported by most AO ADLs, are not suf-
ficient to cope with the separation and composition of such concerns. The reason is
that issues like error detection, timeout control, and data synchronization [25] demand
structural composition, and advice-pointcut is an inherently dynamic mechanism. Thus,
we believe that the relations proposed in this paper are promising general-purpose
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ADL additions to improve the stability of an architectural specification in the pres-
ence of change. We intend to perform further studies in order to confirm or refute our
expectations.
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